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Advertisement views
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Incentive for Twitch Streamers



Definition: Gender Differences

Differences based on the concept of gender, which 
refers to socially defined differences between men 
and women. By contrast, sexual differences can 
only be attributed solely to biological differences 
between males and females.



Objectification: Martha Nussbaum

Instrumentality - treating the person as a tool for another’s purpose

Denial of autonomy - treating the person as lacking in autonomy or self-determinism

Inertness - treating the person as lacking in agency or activity

Fungibility - treating the person as interchangeable with other objects

Violability - treating the person as lacking in boundary integrity and violable, “as something 
that is permissible to break up, smash, break into.”

Ownership - treating the person as though they can be owned, bought, or sold

Denial of subjectivity - treating the person as though there is no need for concern for 
their experience or feelings

+ Rae Helen Langton
Reduction to body - the treatment of a person as identified with their body, or body parts

Reduction to appearance - the treatment of a person primarily in terms of how they look, 
or how they appear to the senses.

Silencing - the treatment of a person as if they are silent, lacking the capacity to speak.
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Log Odds with Informative Dirichlet Prior Method 
by Monroe et. al (2008) 



Log-Odds with Informative Dirichlet Prior

δwF-M = log((ywF+ αw)/(nF+α0 -ywF+αw))    

- log((ywM+ αw)/(nM+α0 -ywM+αw)) 

ywF - Word w count in Female Corpus 
αw - Word w count in back-ground Corpus 
nF - Total word count in Female Corpus 
α0 - Total word count in back-ground Corpus  



Log-Odds with Informative Dirichlet Prior

σ2(δwF-M) ≃ 1/(ywF+ αw)+1/(ywM+ αw) 

Z = δwF-M / σ
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What are the learned features?

Trained Logistic
 Regression Model

Streamer
Vector Probability

0 : Male

1: Female

Word Vectors

Predicted as Female: cute, beautiful, smile, babe, lovely, marry, 
boobs, gorgeous, omg, hot

Predicted as Male: epoch, attempts, consistent, reset, shields, 
fastest, devs, slower, melee, glitch



Is viewing and commenting 
behavior of viewer’s 

gendered?



Viewing Preferences

Female channel 
chat ratio =

#_chat_messages_in_female_channels

#_total_chat_messages_posted_by_viewer
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Document Embeddings for Viewers

Aggregate all chat messages by each Viewer

Doc2Vec to obtain document embeddings

Focus on Viewers who posted only in female 
or male channels
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female streamer
only users

male streamer
only users

run

play

great

game

steam

gameplay

great

champion

dance gorgeous snapchat cute

marry song cosplay boyfriend
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Can we predict Viewer’s preference 
from chat

Train a logistic regression model

88% Accuracy
Learned Features

Predicted as Female: gorgeous, beautiful, makeup, wig, cute, 
marry, dress, perv, pervert, smile

Predicted as Male: ridley (character), quad (accessories), melee, 
cirno(character), glitch, unlocked, leaderboards, mechanic, resets, 
rebirth



What are implications from 
the findings of our study?





Doc2Vec t-SNE

+

Vector Algebra
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THANK YOU !!!
Supun Nakandala,  Giovanni Ciampaglia, Normal Su, Yong-Yeol Ahn

snakanda@iu.edu
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